
• Two prisoners whose cells adjoin communicate with each other by 
knocking on the wall. The wall is the thing which separates them but 

is also their means of communication. It is the same with us and God. 
Every separation is a link.

• God could only create by hiding himself. Otherwise there would be 
nothing but himself.

• To believe in God is not a decision we can make. All we can do is 
decide not to give our love to false gods. In the first place, we can 

decide not to believe that the future contains for us an all-sufficient 
good. The future is made of the same stuff as the present.

• It is not for man to seek, or even to believe in God. He has only to 
refuse to believe in everything that is not God. This refusal does not 
presuppose belief. It is enough to recognize, what is obvious to any 
mind, that all the goods of this world, past, present, or future, real or 
imaginary, are finite and limited and radically incapable of satisfying 

the desire which burns perpetually with in us for an infinite and 
perfect good.

	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
         	
 Simone Weil
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In Place of G-d: Rabbi Akiva teaches us how to read texts and thereby how to suffer:

“They brought out Rabbi Akiva... and lacerated his body with sharp pointed iron combs.

“The Romans summoned the ten Sages and inquired, “What is the law regarding one who 
kidnaps a person and sells him as a slave?” They answered, “According to Biblical law, the 

perpetrator should be put to death.” “If so,” the king exclaimed, “this punishment should have 
been meted out to the brothers who kidnapped Joseph and sold him into captivity, and now it is 

you who must bear the sin of your forefathers.”

“The martyring of the ten Sages was done by the Romans as a punishment for the brothers 
kidnapping and selling of Joseph.

The liturgy for Tisha B’av recounts a midrash as to the “payback” for the sale of Joseph by his 
brothers. The seemingly unjust martyrdom of the ten Rabbis of the Tannaitic period by the 
Romans is given justification by the vicarious atonement their deaths wrought for the sale and 
betrayal of Joseph. 

“When Josef was sold, only nine brothers were present (Reuben had returned home and 
Binyamin did not participate). Why were ten Sages killed?

“According to the Midrash's account the brothers had agreed not to reveal to Jacob the 
whereabouts of Joseph and had made G-d a party to the agreement.1 The Roman King thus 
calculated that ten (counting G-d) had cooperated in the kidnapping, and therefore he killed ten 
Sages.

Commentaries ask why Rabbi Akiva was among the ten Sages killed since he was a descendant 
of converts and his ancestors had taken no part in the kidnapping.

The answer given is that Rabbi Akiva was punished on behalf of G-d, who participated in the 
kidnapping by not revealing to Jacob the whereabouts of Josef.2

Why was Rabbi Akiva selected to be the one martyred on behalf of G-d?

The Talmud3 relates that when Rabbi Akiva studied the verse, “G-d, your G‑d, shall you fear”4 
-- he learned from the extra word in the verse that the commandment includes the fear one 
should have for Torah scholars.5 Since it was Rabbi Akiva who equated the fear of Torah 
scholars with the fear of G-d, he was the one selected to represent G-d.

The Talmud (Berachot  61b) relates that while Rabbi Akiva was being put to death, he recited the 
Shema prayer, and when he said the word "One"--echad--he expired. A voice emanated from 
heaven and said, “Lucky are you, Rabbi Akiva, that your soul went out with One."In light of the 
above, we may  say  that the voice also meant, Lucky are you Rabbi Akiva that  your soul went out 
on behalf of One -- G-d -- the One and only One.7

FOOTNOTES
1.
see Rashi, Genesis 37:33.
2.
Rabbi Shimon of Astropoli.
3.
Pesachim 22b.
4.
Deuto 10:20.
5.
Rabbi Shimon Ha’amsuni had a practice of interpreting every occurrence of the word 
“et” in the Torah to mean a reference to something additional, in this verse Rabbi Akiva 
learns this out from the word “Et Hashem Elokecha tira.”
6.
Berachot 61b.
7.
The Arizal.

By Moshe Bogomilsky   More articles...  |   
Rabbi Moshe Bogomilsky has been a pulpit rabbi for over thirty years and is author of 
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is  produced by Chabad.org. If you enjoyed this article, we encourage you to distribute it 
further, provided that you comply with the copyright policy.
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In this piece1 from chabad2, Reb Shimshin Ostropoli, the disciple of Reb Nachum Sarug, 
one of the earliest students of the ARI haKadosh, makes the daring equation of Rabbi 
Akiva being the substitute for the divine and accepting responsibility for the divine 
participation in the sale of Joseph.3 How can Rabbi Akiva come to this level of suffering 
for the divine, even more so divine complicity? It appears by his very hermeneutic 
device and interpretive strategy whereby man can be somehow equated or substituted 
for the divine, his literary move had consequences in real life, even to the point of 
substitution and martyrdom on behalf of the divine. 

This  radical idea, that A. God was complicit in the betrayal and sale of a human, and B. 
God needed punishment and atonement and C. this was accomplished by a human, 
albeit a saint and martyr, stretches the rabbinic imagination to breaking point.

Whereas elsewhere4  I tried to show how his  very interpretive technique resulted in his 
personal self-sacrifice, in this meditation I wish to further this idea by deepening the 
reading practices into how the very materiality of the letters, the scribes  employed in 
writing the Torah, (as  seen in Kabbalah) could be seen as an extension of R. Akiva’s 
interpretation.

As the fundamental principle of his system, Akiva enunciates his conviction that the 
mode of expression used by the Torah is quite different from that of every other book. In 
the language of the Torah nothing is  mere form; everything is essence. It has nothing 
superfluous; not a word, not a syllable, not even a letter. Every peculiarity of diction, 
every particle, every sign, is to be considered as of higher importance, as having a 
wider relation and as being of deeper meaning than it seems to have. Like Philo, who 
saw in the Hebrew construction of the infinitive with the finite form of the same verb—
which is readily recognizable in the Septuagint—and in certain particles (adverbs, 
prepositions, etc.) some deep reference to philosophical and ethical doctrines, Akiva 
perceived in them indications of many important ceremonial laws, legal statutes, and 
ethical teachings5. He interpreted every “jot and tittle” prompting the midrashic narrative 
concerning Moses’ anxiety when shown R. Akiva’ class. 

“Rab Judah said in the name of Rab, When Moses ascended on high he found the Holy 
One, blessed be He, engaged in affixing coronets to the letters. Said Moses, ‘Lord of 
the Universe, Who stays Thy hand?’1 He answered, ‘There will arise a man, at the end 
of many generations, Akiva b. Joseph by name, who will expound upon each tittle heaps 
and heaps of laws’. ‘Lord of the Universe’, said Moses; ‘permit me to see him’. He 
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3 Samson ben Pesah Ostropoli (died July 15, 1648), was a Polish rabbi from Ostropol who was martyred at 
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4 Rabbi Akiva and suffering: www.drungar.com/theological essay.htm
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replied, ‘Turn thee round’. Moses went and sat down behind eight rows [and listened to 
the discourses upon the law]. Not being able to follow their arguments he was ill at 
ease, but when they came to a certain subject and the disciples said to the master 
‘Whence do you know it?’ and the latter replied ‘It is a law given unto Moses at Sinai’ he 
was comforted. Thereupon he returned to the Holy One, blessed be He, and said, ‘Lord 
of the Universe, Thou hast such a man and Thou givest the Torah by me!’ He replied, 
‘Be silent, for such is My decree’. Then said Moses, ‘Lord of the Universe, Thou hast 
shown me his Torah, show me his reward’. ‘Turn thee round’, said He; and Moses 
turned round and saw them weighing out his flesh at the market-stalls. ‘Lord of the 
Universe’, cried Moses, ‘such Torah, and such a reward!’ He replied, ‘Be silent, for such 
is My decree’.

          (T.B.Menachot 29b)

Every jot and tittle has been conventionally ascribed to his  reading practices and how 
they differed from his colleagues like Rabban Gamliel and Rabbi Yishmael.6 I wanted to 
suggest a new level of mesiras nefesh as manifested by the mystical view of the writing 
of Torah letters.

Rabbi Shimon was a “fifth-generation” Tanna, (according to the classification of Rabbi 
Adin Steinsaltz in “The Talmud – A Reference Guide,”) who flourished in years 135 C.E. 
- 170 C.E. He was a student of Rabbi Akiva, and a contemporary of Rabbi Shimon ben 
Gamliel II, who was the Nasi, the Scholar-President, and of Rabbi Meir and Rabbi 
Yehudah ben Ilai, among other great contemporaries. He was a complex individual, a 
Torah giant who was influenced by his  father, Yochai, by his  great teacher, Rabbi Akiva, 
and by the events of his  day. His main achievement was the authorship of the “Zohar,” 
the Torat HaNistar, the hidden Torah that he received orally from his teacher, Rabbi 
Akiva. The latter is  described in the Talmud as the only one of a group of four 
outstanding Torah scholars  who attempted to enter the “Pardes,” the Orchard, a 
metaphor for the depths of Kabbalah, Jewish Mysticism, who was able to emerge 
safely.

His father was a man of considerable honor among the Jewish People. Yochai was a 
pacifist, was well-liked by the Romans, and was a bitter opponent of the revolt against 
Rome led by Rabbi Akiva and bar Kochba.

Although Shimon was extremely loyal to Rabbi Akiva, he rejected some of his methods 
of Torah scholarship, such as  the inference of laws from “extra” words – prepositions 
and connectives, in the text of the Torah. He believed that for the purpose of inferring 
“halachot,” rules of Jewish Law, the text should be interpreted plainly. He also rejected 
the “pilpulistic” method of his colleague, Rabbi Yehudah ben Ilai. He was a believer in 
using the “Taamei HaMitzvot,” the reasons for the commandments, as a guide in 
understanding them.
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How remarkable it is that despite his insistence on learning the simple meaning of the 
Torah from its plain text, he was the one who saw the Torah as well on an entirely 
different level, as the “Torat HaSod,” the Secret Torah.7

In the acronym PARDES there are four levels of interpreting Torah based on the letters 
Pshat, Remez, Drash and Sod....each level allows us access to the divine text in new 
ways and opens levels  of experience of the divine according to Kabbalah. Pshat then 
refers  to the narrative and the plain meaning of the text, the stories and what Miles 
would consider the “Biography of God”8. Miles treats his biblical subjects neither as 
transcendent deities or historical figures, but as literary protagonists. Like Aviva 
Zornberg, Pshat means the explication of the literary tropes and characters embedded 
in the narratives of the Bible. Remez for me, means the archetypal patterns that govern 
the characters within the text and points to the underlying patterns that govern behavior 
which repeat themselves inter-generationally. Drush represents the intertextuality as 
described best by such Midrash scholars  as Michael Fishbane and Daniel Boyarin. In 
Sod (we have the biggest problem since most scholars read Sod, the mystical readings 
of text, too literally for me) all these archetypes are projected back onto the divine in 
ways that plumb the depth of the paradoxical nature of the single unity of the creator 
with the multiplicity of the creation using the intermediary archetypes of the sefirot. The 
archetypal projections found in Remez, are now projected onto the divine in Sod and it 
is  at this level I will attempt to read the Akiva’s martyrdom-following-hermeneutic much 
in the way I read the biography of say Simone Weil in the 20th century and her death.  

In Hebrew orthography, niqqud  is a system of diacritical signs  used to represent vowels 
or distinguish between alternative pronunciations of letters of the Hebrew alphabet. 
Several systems for representing Hebrew vowels were developed in the Early Middle 
Ages. The most widespread system, and the only one still used to a significant degree 
today, was created by the Masoretes of Tiberias in the second half of the first 
millennium in the Land of Israel (see Masoretic Text, Tiberian Hebrew). Text written with 
niqqud is called ktiv menuqad around ninth century.

Niqqud marks are small compared to consonants, so they can be added without re-
transcribing texts whose writers did not anticipate them.

Mysticism made full use of the written orthography of the Torah as a vehicle both for 
meditative practices (such as in the writings of Abraham Abulafia) as well as  discursive 
treatises. For instance in Kabbalah we are taught that from the powerful rays of light 
streaming from the forehead of Adam Kadmon, the primordial human prototype, 
marvelous forms were manifest. As read into the four ways of writing Torah, these are 
said to comprise Te’amim (cantillation notes), Nekudot (vowel points), Tagim (crowns), 
and the Otiot (Hebrew glyphs). Regarding this  Gershom Scholem wrote “Thus, two 
essentially different symbolisms—that of light, and that of language and writing—are 
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here joined. Every constellation of light has its  particular linguistic expression, though 
the latter is not directed toward the lower worlds but rather inward toward its own hidden 
being. These lights combine to form ‘names’ whose concealed potencies become active 
and are made manifest through concealed ‘configurations’ (millu’im) where each letter is 
fully written out by its name in the alphabet. This primordial world described by linguistic 
symbols was precipitated from the lights of Adam Kadmon’s forehead.....”9

Again it should be noted that the listed forms, collectively known by the acrostic TaNTA 
(Te’amim, Nekudot, Tagim, Otiot), are understood to pre-exist within the inner being of 
primordial man prior to their radiation into manifestation. Thus they pre-empt Torah 
itself. TaNTA refers to the manner in which the light of Ayn Sof became inhibited and 
focussed into forms. However this process is  further facilitated in a most meaningful 
way, because each aspect of the TaNTA is conjoined with a single letter of the Ineffable 
Name, as well as with the Sefirot, and finally with a Partzuf (an archetypal image). 

The te’amim or “cantillations” refers to a style of liturgical chanting indicated by the small 
chanting pointers in Hebrew scripture. hey are not seen in the written text itself and refer 
to an oral tradition of cantors and differ widely between Ashkenazi, Sefardi and 
Yemenite traditions.  The “vowel points” refer to ten types of markings placed 
underneath, inside, or on top of the Hebrew letters, in order to indicate which vowels are 
to be used in the pronunciation of a Hebrew word. Again these are not written into the 
text yet all traditions agree as to the “mesorah” or Masoretic reading of the consonants. 
Minor differences do occur between the Leningard , Vatican and printed (composite) 
editions of the the written Torah. 

Now the last aspect of the “crowns” refer to the little decorative lines which are placed 
on top of certain letters  in some Hebrew sacred writings. Yet if they are missing for 
whatever reason they do not invalidate the sacred nature of the scroll, as opposed to a 
missing letter or misspelled letter which Halacha requires a fixing or else the scroll 
cannot be used to read in the liturgical service. Few of the commentators speak about 
the meaning behind these crowns and why they are specific to particular letters of the 
Hebrew alphabet alone. What do they mean and what are their significance? Were they 
merely ornamental, like the Bach frills? Or did they posses greater significance.

Taggin are the distinct crown like serifs affixed atop the letters. Absent the Taggin the 
writing is  not necessarily invalidated according to rishonim. For Rabbi Akiva in the 
Talmud, not only can one learn something from every letter in the Torah, but one can 
also learn something from the placement of the Taggin. On the letters ג, ז, ט, נ, ע, צ, ש 
there are three Taggin, on the letters ב, ד, ה, ח, י, ק there is one Tag, and on the letters  א, 
is (תגין ,plural tagin ,) there are none. A tag ו, כ, ל, מ, ס, פ, ר, ת  a decoration drawn over 
the letters Gimel, Zayin, Tet, Nun, Ayin, Tzadi and Shin in Jewish scrolls  - Sefer Torah, 
Megilas Esther, Tefillin and Mezuzot. In Jewish theology, each tag has special 
significance and meaning. However these are mainly found in mystical writings.
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In Kabbalah the tagin represent the highest and deepest wisdom that Torah can reflect, 
the light of Keter, the divine in its transcendent light. This level of access  to the divine is 
not, according to some Poskim, halachically “meakev” meaning it does not invalidate 
the Torah scroll if not present or written, suggesting a mere ornamental presence. Yet 
being the highest level of divine revelation, few can divine its secrets.

One of those who could, was Rabbi Akiva, whose very reading practice and 
hermeneutic interpretive strategies lead to the textual and real life embodiment of the 
notion of mesiras nefesh or martyrology.   

The Hassidic masters made full use of the typology and taxonomy of the cantillation 
marks, the te’amim, however few discuss the tagin. The cantillations give melody and 
prosidy to the dry words themselves, pronounced through the vowel system.

In the exposition of tagin Rabbi Akivah points us to a new level of interpretation and 
understanding of Torah, through the  level of suffering. The Leshem10 was the first to 
suggest that beyond Torah and Mitzvot, access to the divine can only be accomplished 
through suffering.

In his  Sefer De’ah in the exposition on Yetsiras Mitzrayim, (p ), he suggests that, 
according to the Vilna Gaon, in Egypt, there were no 50 gates of impurity merely 49, 
unlike the 50 gates of Purity which were attainable. The reason that “they hurried” and 
“tarried not” was not to escape Egypt, rather the fact that were they to have tarried “they 
would have lost all free will”, and would have relinquished the possibility for achieving  
Sinai and the reception of Torah. In this radical reading of the verse the Leshem points 
us to a radical notion that to receive the divine one must have the possibility for rejection 
and free will, the possibility for the “other side” to be present, the ability to freely choose 
the opposite of Kedusha. In this Torah, the Leshem invites  us to reject the possibility of 
seeing the divine and giving up free will in the process, for to do that we might lose the 
possibility  for Sinai, and critical refinement of soul. The “hurrying” and rushing out and 
“inability to tarry” suggests in mystical terms the decision not to stay another instant in 
Egypt, for to do so would rely too much on the divine intervention and miracles of 
Exodus, and leave nothing to human effort. Had man left everything to the Divine during 
this  period all free will have forever been removed. For the Leshem the Exodus meant 
the re-creation of the world as well as as the re-creation of holiness and free-will. Thus 
human beings require free will in order to refine and perfect the world for the divine 
precisely because of their ability to chose to suffer for the divine.

The Heichal Habracha write in his introduction to his commentary on Megillat Esther 
writes at length of his suffering as  a path to his mystical receptions and insights. He 
insists that without that period of intense and deep personal darkness he would never 
had acquired the insights he received into the mystical interpretation of Torah.

I wanted to suggest that the tagin look like thorns. The thorns and rods used to 
poke and rip his flesh off during his martyrdom. In his mesiras nefesh I believe 
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Rabbi Akiva was instructing us in his very torture, that this level of Torah learning 
or divine access may only be accomplished by such martyrdom. Only in suffering 
may one access the level of Tagin as etched by the floral thorn design above the 
letters.

A Different Approach through song and joy
Rabbi Yochanan Ben Zakkai, author of the Zohar introduced us to the mystical meaning 
of the te’amim, the cantillation marks, revealing the sweetness and the melody of Torah 
hitherto unaccessible, through his reading practices. These differed widely from his 
teacher Rabbi Akiva, many ascribing his ecstatic and mystical readings  of Torah as  a 
result of his thirteen year seclusion in “the cave”. (According to the Talmud, Rabbi 
Shimon bar Yochai criticized the Roman government and was forced to go into hiding 
with his son for thirteen years. They sheltered in a cave (which local tradition places  in 
Peki'in). Next to the mouth of the cave a carob tree sprang up and a spring of fresh 
water gushed forth. Provided against hunger and thirst they cast off their clothing except 
during prayers to keep them from wearing out, embedded themselves in the sand up to 
their necks, and studied the Torah all day long.)

The chants are written and notated in accordance with the special signs or marks 
printed in the Masoretic text of the Hebrew Bible (or Tanakh) to complement the letters 
and vowel points. These marks are known in English as accents and in Hebrew as טעמי 
 te`amim. (Some of these signs were also טעמים ta`amei ha-mikra or just המקרא
sometimes used in medieval manuscripts  of the Mishnah.) There are two systems of 
cantillation marks  in the Tanakh. One is used in the twenty-one prose books, while the 
other appears in the three poetical books of Psalms, Proverbs and Job. Except where 
otherwise stated, this article describes the "prose" system.

The current system of cantillation notes has its historical roots in the Tiberian masorah. 

Rabbi Shimon Bar Yochai, saw a new level of interpretation sensing the ta’amim the 
sweet melodies and chants ascribed to the text by tradition.

In music he followed the Psalmist in using song as a vehicle to access the divine and 
transport the meaning of the words  to a different spiritual height. Music and song lifts 
the spirit and produces joy. This emotion allows for ecstatic and mystical visions in ways 
that other emotions cannot access. The Zohar speaks of 10 variations or genres of 
melody corresponding to the ineffable 4 lettered divine Name YKVK spelled out in a 4 
level permutation of Y, then YK, then YKV, then YKVK making up a 4 tiered 10 letter 
pyramid. Each has a frequency or pitch which then produces a divine harmony.

Rabbi Nachman speaks of these ten melodies at length as the ultimate remedy or 
Tikkun Klali, making use of the Lurianic notion of Tikkun, or completing the divine 
creation through human action. He speaks of ten psalms representing each of the ten 
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tikkunim as having a healing effect on the soul and the world, producing a joy by the 
recitation and singing of these 10 psalms.11    

Rabbeinu writes of joy in Likutei Mehoran II: 23 and the true depth and paradoxical 
nature of this Torah is  exposed by his disciple Reb Nosson in Likutei Halachot, Hil. 
Netilat Yadayim 6:16.

 Regarding the subject of joy, using a parable, at times, when people are 
happy and dancing, they sometimes grab a person from the outside, whose 
depressed and sad, and force him against his will into the (dancing) circle, 
forcing him against his will into their joyfulness. So too it is with joy, for when a 
person is happy, then his sorrow and suffering get pushed to the side. 

 But even a greater (spiritual) level, occurs when one can summon the effort 
to pursue after sadness and depression specifically, to include it into the joy, so 
that the  depression gets transformed into joy, like (the parable of) the one who 
gets dragged into the circle of dancers. For then from the total (experience) of joy 
and glee, all the worries and sadness and depression become transformed into 
joy. It turns out that one has forced the sadness and depression against their will 
and included them into (the circle of) joy as in the parable above.  

 And this is the meaning of the verse:

“They will obtain joy and gladness, and sorrow and sighing shall flee away” (Isa 
35:10)

meaning that the sorrow and sighing shall flee away from the joy and gladness

for in the presence of joy, the sorrow and sighing naturally stand by the side as 
noted above,

however one must pursue them specifically, to reach and overtake them

in order to insert them into joy and gladness,

for the sorrow and sighing naturally tend to flee from joy and happiness

one must force them against their will if need be, into the happiness.

For there is an aspect of sorrow and sighing that represents and reflects the 
(dark) sitra achra, the “other side”, that does not wish to become a vehicle for 
holiness, so they flee from joy, 

therefore one must force them against their will into holiness, i.e. joy.

In the very next lesson Rabbeinu adds to the structural anatomy of joy by claiming that 
being in this state is a Mitzvah:
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“It is a great Mitzvah to be in a state of joy constantly and to overcome sadness and 
depression in fact to stay as far from it as possible, using all his effort.

Since all the diseases that befall a person come from a defect in joy.

For there are 10 types of melody that emanate from the very anatomy of joy, as it states 
in Psalm 92: 

Now these 10 forms of melody are found in the ten types of pulse, which vitalize them, 
so that when there is a defect or breakdown in joy, (which comes from the 10 types of 
melody) the result is disease which emanates from the 10 types of pulse which 
manifests the defect in the 10 types of melody (which is the essence of joy.)

For just like all diseases manifest themselves in the 10 types of pulse so all melody is 
included the 10 types of song.

And to the extent of the defect in joy and music, so too the degree of disease. Even the 
doctors expand upon this, that all disease emanates from sadness and depression, so 
that joy is a great form of therapy .

In the future the state of joy will grow immensely, so that our rabbis said: (Talmud 
Yerushalmi Succa Perek Lulav and Arava, and Midrash Rabba Parshas Shmini ch 11) 

 “that in the future God will be the main patient for the righteous i.e he will make a 
circle for the righteous  and He will be at the main sick person for the Schechinah is 
located at the head of a patient, as our rabbis interpreted (Talmud Bavli Nedarim 40) 

  “ The Lord feasts on the poor”....(Psalm Ps 41:4) 

for a patient has no vitality without the Schechinah that enlivens him, and in the future, 
through the faculty of joy, all illnesses will be healed and God will be the main patient , 
meaning the head of the circle, for joy is  the healing is  the aspect of healing illness:  and 
for this reason we call joy and dance “sickness” for they are the rectification of illness.

In general then one must use all effort to be only joyful constantly, for the very nature of 
man is to be drawn to sadness and depression, because of the exigencies of time and 
happenstance, and all men are full of suffering.

So one must force oneself with great effort into being joyful constantly and gladden 
himself in any way possible even with silly means, although a broken heart is an 
excellent practice, nevertheless it should be only for an hour or so, being proper to 
spend an hour or so daily in a state of broken heartedness before the Almighty and 
prepare his discourse before him.  But the remainder of the day he should be of glad 
heart for a broken heart will inevitably lead to depression more than one might be led 
astray through joy, heaven forfend, ending up with levity God forbid. For it is easier to 
end up with depression from broken-heartedness. Therefore one should be joyful 
constantly other than the hour or so designated for a broken heart.
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Reb Noson cites this Torah in his exposition on the Bitter Herbs in the Seder:

...all this is impossible without the ritual of the Bitter Herbs, 

For the inter-inclusion of all dimensions which is the rectification one merits on the 
Passover is the notion of “shalom” (integration) which one integrates the body with soul, 
the right and left, the upper and lower worlds. This integration cannot occur without 
bitterness as well. Therefore we participate in the ritual of the bitter herbs to signify our 
willingness to include this with the Passover lamb  and the Matza representing the inter-
inclusion of all worlds.

This bitterness takes on many forms, for there are those who suffer real afflictions from 
many barriers such as money issues, health issues or children’s issues. Also the 
philosophical and perplexing inquiries that turn the heart (for which one should really run 
away from- and for which the only real response should be silence) these are also a 
form of bitterness implied in the text about the Exodus “ And they embittered their lives 
with hard labor etc” (Ex )... Were one to be able to withstand these bitter experiences 
according to his ability, then he will merit to a complete integration of inclusion of all the 
dimensions of existence. However one must realize that it is the divine who send these 
bitter experiences with mercy, ignoring one’s sins and not sending suffering 
commensurate with one’s deserving.   

In the Breslov Haggada by Rav Chaim Kramer and edited by Moshe Mykoff Reb Chaim 
notes as follows:

“Bittersweet Darkness” commentary on “Maror what reason for it?”

“The knowledge that God is always with us, the awareness that He will never forsake 
us-this is true peace and harmony. It is the tranquility and harmony we experience when 
we know that our life has meaning and purpose. It is the sweet serenity and at-oneness 
with God that we feel when we realize that we are fulfilling His Will.

“But we would never know it we could never become aware of it, unless we first 
experience the bitterness, the absence of serenity nd peace: just as we cannot 
appreciate the light without prior knowledge of darkness.

Reb Nosson’s  discussion reflects  Rabbeinu’s notion of the need to include the dark side 
of human nature into the totality of the religious experience since everything is filled with 
the divine glory in this world without exception.

In Likutei Mehoran 1: 27,7. He expresses this  most forcefully explaining the giving of 
the Mitzvah specifically at the station called Mara, in the desert.

“It was specifically at Mara where the Israelites received the laws of the Sabbath. 
“Shabbat Shalom” for it is consistent with shalom (integration) to be enclothed in 
bitterness (mara), as expressed in the verse (Is. 38)

Isa 38: 17 .יז  הִנֵּה לְשָׁלוֹם, מַר-לִי מָר; וְאַתָּה חָשַׁקְתָּ נַפְשִׁי, מִשַּׁחַת בְּלִי, כִּי הִשְׁלַכְתָּ אַחֲרֵי גֵוְךָ, כָּל-חֲטָאָי
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 Behold, for my peace I had great bitterness; but Thou hast in love to my soul delivered 
it from the pit of corruption; for Thou hast cast all my sins behind Thy back.

for all the remedies and drugs are enclothed in bitter diluents, so too is shalom, which is 
the healing for all matters. As is written:

יט  בּוֹרֵא, נוב )נִיב( שְׂפָתָיִם; שָׁלוֹם שָׁלוֹם לָרָחוֹק וְלַקָּרוֹב, אָמַר יְהוָה--וּרְפָאתִיו. 

Isa 57: 19 Peace, peace, to him that is far off and to him that is near, saith the LORD 
that createth the fruit of the lips; and I will heal him.

For sometimes the sickness is so severe that the patient cannot muster the strength to 
withstand the bitterness of the remedy, whereupon the doctors then throwup their hands 
in despair and give up on him. So too for sins, which reflect the sickness of the soul, 
become too strong then the person can no longer withstand the bitterness of the healing 
remedy and then the verse applies:

Isa: 57:21

 There is no peace, saith my God concerning the 21 }כא  אֵין שָׁלוֹם, אָמַר אֱלֹהַי לָרְשָׁעִים.  }פ
}wicked. {P

This is what King Hezekiah praised the Almighty who threw the sins over his shoulders 
(ignoring them) so as not to allow their bitterness to overcome him and not allow the 
shalom to be enclothed in too much bitterness. This is what the verse means:

Isa 38: 17 .יז  הִנֵּה לְשָׁלוֹם, מַר-לִי מָר; וְאַתָּה חָשַׁקְתָּ נַפְשִׁי, מִשַּׁחַת בְּלִי, כִּי הִשְׁלַכְתָּ אַחֲרֵי גֵוְךָ, כָּל-חֲטָאָי

 Behold, for my peace I had great bitterness; but Thou hast in love to my soul delivered 
it from the pit of corruption; for Thou hast cast all my sins behind Thy back.

For it is known that shalom (integration) requires bitterness therefore You delivered me 
from the pit of corruption , for You know I would not be able to withstand the bitterness 
of my own sins, for Thou hast cast all my sins behind Thy back, meaning shalom is 
enclothed in bitterness only to my ability to suffer it proportionally.

This is what it means when the verse states :

א וְאַבְרָהָם זָקֵן, בָּא בַּיָּמִים; וַיהוָה בֵּרַךְ אֶת-אַבְרָהָם, בַּכֹּל.

 “And Abraham was old and God blessed him with all” (Gen 24:1)

through being old God blessed him with “all” meaning shalom. (integration through age 
of “all” meaning the good with the bad in shalom).

So too the verse Isa: 45:7
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 I form the light, and 7 }ז  יוֹצֵר אוֹר וּבוֹרֵא חֹשֶׁךְ, עֹשֶׂה שָׁלוֹם וּבוֹרֵא רָע; אֲנִי יְהוָה, עֹשֶׂה כָל-אֵלֶּה.  }פ ;
 create darkness; I make peace, and create evil; I am the LORD, that doeth all these
.{ .things

Which the rabbis in the liturgy amend to ברא את הכל ‘who creates everything’

In this  majestic treatise Rabbeinu demands we inter-include all of life’s experiences 
including our suffering into the religious experience of the divine. 

The bitterness must be included (even where we need to disregard the enormity of the 
quid pro quo punishment needing to fit the crime model and “throw it over our 
shoulders) to the extent we can manage to “suffer well” and tolerate it in a positive way.

All in the name of “shalom” meaning total integration of light and dark, citing the verse 
form Isaiah. If the divine created light and darkness, good and evil, then the rabbinical 
discomfort with the notion of evil, converted as it is into “all” is used by Rabbeinu 
unabashedly and reverse engineered philosophically to allow the rabbis the license to 
inter include evil in the all, even the evil within us.

The Degel Machaneh Ephraim, Rabbeinu’s uncles had already discussed12  “sin” and 
the notion that the real sin is not the focal petty infraction, rather the guilt that ensues 
forcing the sinner to disregard the divine during the moment of sin. This moment of dis-
connection is  the real sin!13  The letter Alef, the first letter of the Hebrew alphabet, 
alludes to the First and One Being: G-d. When a person does a  חטא “chet,” G-d’s 
presence is  not very “pronounced” in his life—He temporarily forgets the Alef of the 
World. Rabbeinu extends this idea theologically to include all experiences of life and the 
divine “hints” we are sent each day.

For me Rabbeinu resolves the two directions of Rabbi Akiva and Rabbi Yochanan 
ben Zakai balancing joy and sadness, suffering and equanimity, shalom meaning 
integration of all aspects of experience of life as an interaction with the silent 
divine. The thorns of the tagi’in the thorns that tore into Rabbi Akiva’s flesh as he 
was crucified yet smiling because he was fulfilling the divine imposition of 
suffering and able to withstand what was meted out to him, as martyr, and the 
ta’amim, representing the joy and sweetness that RASHBI bequeathed us in his 
approach to spirituality.
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12 Degel Machaneh Ephraim Parsha Emor on “Eleh Hamitzvot”

13 See my “The Torah as Access Codes to the Divine: Divine Script, March 2009. www.drungar.com/theological essay
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